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Laird's Tax & Accounting
Tax Time Special!

$20 off tax preparation for IH Credit Union members!

Laird's is now offering members of IH Credit Union $20 off the preparation of their tax return.

 

New Client Special!

If you had your tax return prepared at another local or national firm last year, and you choose Laird's
for your return prep this year with your previous receipt, having the SAME FORMS – you will receive a
50% DISCOUNT on the price you paid. The minimum fee will be $50. Discount for Tax Prep ONLY.

 

Visit or call one of our three area locations!

lairdstax.com

299 E. Leffel Lane
Springfield, Ohio 45505
937-325-6571

720 Bechtle Avenue
Springfield, Ohio 45504
937-325-8045

19 Pearce Place
Urbana, Ohio 43078
937- 653-7600

*These two offers cannot be combined
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2019 M. Angela Theriac Memorial Scholarship

This scholarship is in honor of M. Angela Theriac, Manager and President of International Harvester
Employee Credit Union from 1946-1991. She was a huge believer in and supporter of credit unions.
The most important goal for her as manager was to promote and LIVE the credit union “People
Helping People” philosophy. She felt strongly that the members owned the credit union, and did
whatever she could if a member came to her and asked for help.

All applicants must be a member of IH Credit Union or have a relative who has been a member for at
least 6 months prior to the application being submitted. All applications should be postmarked no later
than April 1, 2019.

Click here for other eligibility requirements and to print the scholarship application.
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Grow Your Green

We are celebrating spring with great rates on certificates of deposit to help your savings grow! Get
started with just a $1,000 minimum deposit.

7 Month Special 2.29% rate and 2.32% APY

11 Month Special 2.59% rate and 2.62% APY

Don’t wait – these special rates will only be available for a limited time! *APY=Annual
Percentage Yield. Minimum deposit of $1,000 for this special rate. Rate is nonrenewable and is
effective as of March 8, 2019. Terms and Conditions Subject to Change Without Notice. Subject to
penalty for early withdrawal.  
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Minimizing Damage When You’re Upside-Down on
Your Car Loan
What to do when you have negative equity

If you unexpectedly need to pay off the entire balance of your car loan, you may face an unsavory bill
if you are upside-down on your car loan — known as having negative equity, when you own more
than the vehicle is worth. Negative equity can creep up on you through many ways, and similarly,
there are several ways you can try to reduce it.

Pay off the loan or refinance it

The best way to get out from
underwater is to continue making
car payments on time, thereby
bringing down the balance of the
loan until you either own the car
outright or are back to owing what
it’s actually worth. To make the
most of this method, you should
check if your lender allows making
extra payments toward the
principal to increase your equity as
fast as possible; alternatively, you
could try to get the loan refinanced
with a shorter term. “This will mean
you’re paying down your loan more
quickly so you can catch up with
depreciation,” Nicole Arata explains
in an article for NerdWallet.

Roll your car loan over

If you don’t want to pay it off, you can roll your old loan into a new car loan and trade in your current
car. The benefit of this method is that you will be able to drive off the lot with a new car, possibly for a
comparable monthly payment. However, there are downsides. “Most banks will not finance a new car
loan for you if they need to loan you more than 100 percent of the value of your new car,” Miriam
Caldwell of TheBalance warns. You will probably be asked to finance a long-term loan, which will lead
to owing more interest over time; thus, you may find yourself in an even worse financial situation than
before.

Sell the car yourself

An excellent way to escape an upside-down loan is to sell the car yourself at a high price and use the
proceeds to pay off part or all of the loan. This is an involved process that will require you to get the
car ready for sale, advertise it, communicate with prospective buyers and set a price that will not only
seem fair to them but will also help cover your negative equity. This is a solution with great potential
but one that will depend on your success as a seller. “If possible, sell your car to a private buyer,
which tends to draw a higher price than trading it in at the dealership,” Arata advises. “With a good
sale price, you may have a more manageable amount of debt.”

Find a new car with a large rebate

An interesting and potentially rewarding way to get out from underwater is to buy a car with a
significant incentive, such as a large cash-back rebate. “Trading in your car and buying a new one with
a substantial cash rebate can get you back into positive territory … but only if you do it right,” U.S.
News & World Report contributor John M. Vincent of outlines. For example, if you’re $2,000
upside-down but find a car with a $2,000 cash-back offer, you can balance out your negative equity.

Remember that this method carries some risk because the value of most incentivized vehicles tends
to drop more quickly in the first year of ownership. For this method to work effectively, Vincent says
you should aim for a short-term car loan with the lowest interest rate possible. “That combination will
allow you to pay down principal quickly and stay above water on the loan,” he explains. Another way



to combat quick depreciation is to look for a less expensive, used vehicle.

Staying upside down on your car loan any longer than necessary is never ideal and could put you in a
difficult financial situation down the road. If you’re having trouble with your loan, consult with an
advisor about the steps you can take to minimize the damage.
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Financial Aid Resources
These financial aid programs can help you pay for college

A college education can help you secure a sounder financial future. Yet securing that education often
comes at a very high cost.  Financial aid can help alleviate some of that cost, and it can come from a
variety of different sources, depending on what works best for your needs.

FAFSA 

The most common means to
acquire financial aid is through the
Free Application for Federal
Student Aid. FAFSA is the federal
financial aid initiative by which
students receive funding from
government-issued loans and
work-study programs.

According to the U.S. Department
of Education, most incoming
college students are eligible to
receive financial aid through the
federal government, regardless of
their age, race or field of study. 
However, income is taken into
consideration, with lower-income
students generally receiving more
funding than higher-income
students. Other qualifications for
federal funding include enrollment
as a regular, possession of a high school diploma or General Educational Development certificate and
registration with Selective Service for male students.

Federal funding acquired via the FAFSA application must be used for educational purposes. Experts
suggest that you submit a FAFSA application as soon as possible, as the amount of aid that the
program can offer is awarded on a first-come, first-serve basis.

Private student loans

The federal government isn’t the only entity to issue student loans. Teddy Nykiel of NerdWallet
explains that private lenders can also offer loans to college students. A benefit of private student loans
is that they are far less restrictive than government-issued loans. You may not have to match the
same requirements as those put in place by the federal government, and you can use them for
finances outside of the educational realm, such as room and board.

Nykiel warns that these loans should only be used if you have exhausted other forms of financing. If
you do need to take out private loans, you should compare various options before settling with one
lender. Applying for loans with different lenders can ultimately harm your credit score if you miss a
loan repayment or submit it after a deadline.

Scholarships

Before applying for student loans, you should consider applying for scholarships. Unlike student loans,
scholarships do not need to be repaid. Katie Lobosco of CNN says they are awarded by private
entities like nonprofit organizations, community groups, companies, private citizens, and even the
university itself. Scholarships are also harder to obtain than loans or financial funding, according to
Robert Farrington of Forbes. Most scholarships are merit-based, and many who apply for them do not
end up receiving them.

As with the FAFSA program, the sooner you apply for scholarships, the better. Even though you can
still receive scholarship funding during your college years, most students are awarded scholarships
while they are still in high school. Money Magazine recommends you apply for various local
scholarships prior to graduation.  



Grants

Another common financial option is to apply for grants. In a similar vein to scholarships, grants do not
have to be paid back. While scholarships are generally merit-based, grants are generally based on
financial need. Farran Powell of U.S. News states that most federal grants are applied for via your
FAFSA application. Grants can also be awarded by the state or county government. According to
Lobosco, private colleges tend to provide you with more money through grants than their public
counterparts, as tuition is generally higher there than at public universities.

Whether you receive the financial aid you need through federal programs, loans, grants or
scholarships, these sources of funding can help you invest in your career.
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Should You Insure Your Possessions?
Insuring your possessions with extra insurance might be a good
investment

Some possessions are worth more than others; a wedding ring, heirloom piece of jewelry, notable
work of art or a prized antique can carry significant value, in terms of both money and sentimentality.
For these special possessions, is it worth investing in extra insurance coverage?

Current policy check

As homeowner or renter, you
probably already have a
homeowners or renters insurance
policy, which should offer you
financial protection over your
dwelling and possessions in the
event of damage or theft. These
policies are important, sound
investments, but unfortunately can
be limited when it comes to
high-ticket items like a wedding
ring, according to Investopedia
writer Stefanie O’Connell. For
example, if your ring or priced
possession would cost more than
what the insurance policy is able to
give you, additional insurance
might be worth the price. Though
she advises acquiring an appraisal
that abides by the insurance
company’s rules to determine the actual value of the item in question before you start shopping for an
extra policy. The bracelet handed down through generations believed to feature flawless emeralds
could just be a stellar piece of costume jewelry — still beautiful and special, just not extra
insurance-worthy. Or the amount your current policy earmarks for jewelry replacement could be
enough to cover the cost of your sentimental band.

Insurance rider/endorsement benefits

The coverage afforded by an insurance rider or endorsement can be the extra coverage you need to
protect your valuables. The best part is that it can complement your current plan. According to The
Balance writer Mila Araujo, if your home boasts fine art, silverware, Oriental rugs, priceless jewelry,
furs or antiques, a rider could be a shrewd investment.

“A rider or endorsement is like a ‘mini-insurance policy’ added to your current homeowner's insurance
policy and it will give added protection to certain items that may be excluded or have low limits on
your homeowner's insurance policy,” explains Araujo.  

High-value home insurance is another option if you’re struggling to find a rider/endorsement or
traditional policy to fit your needs or to cover the multitude of high-ticket items you want to protect, she
adds. Although insurance endorsements and riders offer more coverage than a traditional
homeowners or renters insurance policy, they still have limits.

“There are high-end insurance policies that will have higher special limits, less exclusions, as well as
better claims settlement options, such as no obligation to replace policies,” according to Araujo.

Extra insurance cost

The decision to invest in extra insurance to protect your possessions must be made thoughtfully after
a serious conversation with a reputable insurance agent or two. Start with your current agent for a
quote and branch out to different insurance companies if necessary. By truly vetting your current
policy limits and rules, researching policy options and the value of your items as well as the cost of
replacing them will help you determine if investing in extra insurance is right for you, according to



O’Connell.

Discover the value of the items you’d be heartbroken to lose to figure out your insurance needs. You
never know when you might need to make a claim.
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What is Escrow?
Learn more about how to keep your money safe in big transactions

If you have ever shopped for a house, you have heard of the term “escrow” or the phrase “in escrow.”
It’s usually used regarding real estate, but it is also applicable to other large purchases, especially
when you want to make sure you’re getting what you paid for (or that you’ll actually get your money
when selling something). Before you get overwhelmed with financial talk, learn more about what
exactly escrow is and how it benefits you on both sides of a transaction.

The basics

According to the experts at Zillow,
“Escrow is when an impartial third
party holds on to something of
value during a transaction.” In this
modern world where you can easily
create a new personality or cover
up a home’s flaw with photo
editing, escrow is a way to protect
you as a seller or buyer. Instead of
giving down payment money to a
seller, a third party (usually a
dedicated escrow company, officer,
or lending institution) holds on to
the money in the transaction until it
is complete and you and the other
person are reasonably satisfied.
This way the seller can’t take the
money and run or take their item
off the market without
consequences.

Buying a home

If you want to buy a home, you make an offer to the seller. When they accept it, you typically write an
earnest money check. Cathie Ericson of Realtor.com explains this is usually 1-3 percent of the agreed
price of the property that you put forward as a good-faith gesture. It tells the owner that you’re serious
about the purchase. Instead of the homeowner getting to cash it and use it right away, you give it to
the escrow entity. It cashes the check to prove that what you wrote doesn’t bounce and informs the
seller.

From there, the escrow usually acts as a referee, explains Justin Pritchard of The Balance. It makes
sure that you and the other person fulfill your duties before the sale of a house is final, like ordering a
home inspection and securing a mortgage. When you satisfy all requirements, you close on the home
and the sale is final. The money in escrow is then usually put toward the purchase price of the home
or something else that helps you, the buyer.

If you exit the deal in a manner not allowed by the escrow agreement, the current homeowner gets to
keep the earnest money for their wasted time, according to Zillow. On the other hand, if they break
their part of the arrangement, you get to walk away with your money instead of it being held hostage
in negotiations.

After the purchase

After you finally sign the papers and get the keys, you may think the home is all yours. However, if
you have a mortgage, the lending institution really owns it and could utilize an escrow account. When
a lending institution takes on a mortgage for you, the house itself is collateral because the institution
can take the house back in foreclosure and sell it to resolve an unpaid debt. An investment this large
needs homeowner’s insurance, and buildings have property taxes owed to the government. Brian
O’Connell explains for TheStreet that if you fail to pay for either of these, it can expose the lender to
extra risks like loss of value and a government penalty on the house for unpaid taxes called a lien.

To protect itself, the mortgage loan servicer might decide to make these payments on your behalf to



To protect itself, the mortgage loan servicer might decide to make these payments on your behalf to
make sure they’re submitted properly and on time. You will then pay into an escrow account with your
monthly mortgage payment, and the mortgage holder will use that specific fund to cover taxes and
insurance.

Escrow is a handy tool for making big purchases that take time to pay off. To learn more about the
process and constructing escrow agreements, talk to your realtor or a financial advisor.
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Organizing and Storing Your Online Passwords
Keep your passwords secure and accessible with these storage
methods

Considering how connected you are in today’s digital world, it’s important to ensure your online
presence is secure with a strong set of passwords. It can admittedly be difficult to keep track of these
various passwords, and as the number of websites you sign into grows, so does the challenge of
organizing that growing list. Fortunately there are some helpful tricks and tools you can use to
organize and store the passwords you use while on the internet.

Why multiple passwords are essential

Many internet users may question
the point of utilizing numerous
passwords for different websites.
Nick Douglas of LifeHacker
explains that reusing passwords
makes it more likely for you to be
hacked. If someone gets a hold of
your password, it will be easier for
them to steal your information or
identity if you use the same
password for different websites.
Multiple passwords that avoid
common phrases will keep all of
your data more secure. It may be
tempting to make several simple
passwords for all the sites that you
use, but Robert Siciliano of the
Balance warns that doing so is a
mistake, as these simple
passwords will be easier for
hackers to decipher.

Method #1: Write your passwords down

One of the simplest ways to track your passwords is to physically write them down. Hayley
Tsukayama of The Washington Post says that writing your passwords down on a physical piece of
paper groups all of your passwords in one convenient location. Tsukayama warns that piece of paper
or notebook could be stolen, however, thus putting all of your passwords at risk. Nara Schoenberg of
The Chicago Tribune says that a piece of paper with all of your passwords on it is even more
vulnerable if you live with a roommate or in a dorm-like setting. If you live alone or with a trusted
friend or family member, this method is a bit more secure.

Method #2: Store your passwords in a computer document

A similar way of storing your passwords involves creating a digital document on your computer.
Schoenberg states that this method is a fair bit more secure than simply writing down your passwords,
as you have to log in to your computer to access it. If someone is able to get a hold of this document,
though, they’ll have access to all your passwords just as easily as if you wrote them down. Never
share this document over the internet or via e-mail.

Method #3: Store your passwords on the cloud

There are various methods of storing your internet passwords over the internet. One of the most
common methods is via a cloud-based system. Siciliano says that storing passwords via the cloud
presents a number of advantages. The cloud is easy to access on any of your devices, meaning you’ll
take your passwords with you on the go. The data is also encrypted, protecting it from other online
users. Siciliano does warn that the cloud is not foolproof. Like all computer systems, cloud-based
interfaces can be vulnerable to advanced hacking or system outages.

Method #4: Use a password management program



Another way to store and protect your passwords is by utilizing a password protection program or app.
These systems are designed specifically to organize and protect internet passwords. Many of these
password managers are free. However, Jon Martindale of Digital Trends says that the most reliable of
these services require a small fee to access. David Nield of Gizmodo notes that many internet
browsers have built-in password management systems of their own. These work best if you’re signing
into a program that is supported by the browser, such as signing into Gmail via Google Chrome.

Drafting a wide assortment of passwords will help keep you more secure on the web, and employing a
storage method will make it easy to access those passwords.
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Holiday Closings

Good Friday

Friday, April 19th
Saturday, April 20th- office on W. First Street closed 
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Recharge with These 5 Self-Care Practices
Self-care practices to help you recharge

Taking care of your family and friends while handling the pressures of work will quickly deplete your
internal battery. And when your energy is gone, everyone you love and everything you love to do
suffers. The following self-care suggestions are intended to help you recharge so you have the
stamina to live your life well.

Seek balance

Setting aside time each day or a
few times a week, at least, to work
out is a wonderful way to practice
self-love. If you take a yoga class,
you will not only challenge your
strength but also your balance and
flexibility. No matter what type of
yoga you practice, it is an
experience that requires your full
attention, helping your mind to feel
calmer and clearer with each pose.
According to Gaiam writer
Elizabeth Wellington, a regular
yoga practice inspires a mind-body
connection that supports your
well-being.

Be still

The noise of life can overtake your
thoughts, leaving you will cloudy
thinking. Stifle the noise by seeking a quiet place where you can comfortably and calmly clear your
mind with meditation, advises PopSugar writer Hilary White. A meditation practice doesn’t have to be
long to deliver benefits. Just one minute of mindful attention on your feelings, body and thoughts
supported by deep breathing can start or end your day on a self-care note, according to spiritual
director, writer, ministry planter and Huffington Post contributor Larissa Marks, who calls this practice
a mini-meditation.

Look away from screens

Staying connected is easier than ever thanks to smartphones, home computers and laptops. What
was supposed to help you find more freedom in your workday has turned your nine-to-five day into a
24/7 connection. It may feel like emails, texts, Tweets and posts, whether regarding work or between
your friends, cannot wait, but they can. Co-founder and CEO of Kiip and Inc. contributor Brian Wong
understands how taxing work responsibilities can force you to stay connected all the time. If putting
your phone down strikes terror in your heart, Wong suggests starting slow by eating a meal sans
phone or not checking communications on your way into the office.

Get creative

Putting pen to paper to keep a journal – for example, crafting a gratitude list -- is a wonderful way to
see and chronicle the good in your life, writes Wellington. If journaling is not your thing, there are
many other ways to stretch your creative muscles: Painting, crafting and drawing can reconnect you
with your creative self.

Close your eyes

Sleep deprivation is a chronic condition for most adults, and it just makes everything more difficult.
Getting a good night’s sleep is one of the best ways to safeguard your health and practice self-care.
Wellington challenges you to gift yourself a life-changing 10 hours of sleep each night.

Self-care is all about focusing on you and what makes you happy, and helps you feel re-energized
and able to take on the rest of your day or the next. Your idea of self-care is as unique as you are.



Consider these suggestions as a jumping-off point to find the self-care activities that resonate most
with you.

Disclaimer: The content in this article is for entertainment and general educational purposes only. It is
not intended to replace the opinion, advice or instruction of a doctor/professional. If you have
questions, seek the advice of your doctor or other health professional.
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What to Plant in Your Garden This Spring
Jumpstart the growing season with these 7 plants

Many people anticipate the annual deluge of flowers and plants that occurs in spring and summer. It’s
not too early to start planning what type of flora you want to have in your garden this growing season
and to set a date for planting the seeds. For most growing zones in the U.S., you’ll want to plant the
seeds after the first frost. Here are the seven flowers, vegetables and herbs we recommend planting
this spring.  

Flowers

Morning glories make a vibrant
addition to any garden. Soak the
seeds in water for a day or two until
the sprout head emerges, per
Reader’s Digest. Next, place each
sprout six inches apart in the
ground and cover with about
one-fourth inch of soil. Place the
seeds next to a trellis or fence and
watch the vines weave over the
surface. Flowers might not appear
until mid-summer.

Zinnias are another
low-maintenance flower that thrives
in many growing zones. They do
best in full sun regions of the
garden. Sow the seeds one-fourth
inch deep and 2-24 inches apart
depending on the zinnia variety,
per Farmers’ Almanac.

Marigolds are one of the simplest flowers to grow from seeds, per Reader’s Digest. The cheery yellow
and orange blooms will brighten up your garden, but they also repel insects, so consider placing them
around deck and patio areas. Because they do best in well-drained soil, loosen the soil with a shovel
and/or rake and remove rocks before planting the seeds. Sow the seeds 1 inch apart and
approximately 1 inch deep.

Vegetables

If you appreciate fresh salads, why not consider growing lettuce? Per The Spruce contributor Marie
Iannotti, the cool, damp weather of spring is the perfect environment for cultivating this plant. It’s best
to plant lettuce from seedlings rather than seeds, as they are a bit sensitive to extreme temperatures.
If you do choose to seed the plants yourself, do so indoors and wait until the first frost to transplant
them to your garden. Make sure to barely cover the seeds with soil, advises Iannotti, since lettuce
needs light to germinate.

For an easy-to-grow vegetable, it’s hard to beat rhubarb. If you’re a fan of root vegetables or
strawberry rhubarb pie, it can be rewarding to grow it fresh in your garden. Plant one-year-old rhubarb
crowns in the ground after the first frost. Place the plants about 4 feet apart and 1-2 inches below the
soil. Cover with compost and any other organic matter to enhance the rhubarb’s growth.

Herbs

Dill is a favorite herb to add to soups as well as to pickling recipes. Per Farmers’ Almanac, this plant
also attracts wasps and other predatory insects to ward off garden pests. Sow the seeds 18 inches
apart and one-fourth inch deep into the soil and gently rake the seeds. Make sure to shelter the plants
from strong winds since they’re a bit delicate before becoming fully established.

Quintessential to Italian dishes, basil is a key ingredient for pesto and other tasty dishes. Sweet basil is
the most commonly used variety, though you can also opt for lemon basil or Thai basil (the latter has a
licorice flavor). Per Farmers’ Almanac, plant basil seeds inside about six weeks before the last frost in



your growing zone. Make sure the soil is at least 50 degrees Fahrenheit before transplanting the
seedlings outside since basil needs heat to grow. Sow the seedlings one-fourth inch deep and 10-12
inches apart.

Consider planting one or more of these easy-to-grow varieties this spring to enjoy colorful booms and
incorporate tasty flavors into your meals.
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3 Easy Side Dishes to Make for Easter Dinner
Simple, delicious dishes to complement your Easter dinner

Side dishes often play a supporting role at Easter dinner. With the following recipes, however, your
accompaniments will be elevated to star-status. Pair your entree with a few of the following
suggestions and be prepared for minimal or zero leftovers.

Seasonal-inspired dishes

You’ve waited months for warmer
temperatures, longer days of
sunshine and, most importantly,
spring produce, and Easter dinner
is the perfect time to showcase the
gifts of the season. Combine pasta
with baby sweet peas and ham for
the decadent Creamy Spring Pasta
Bake (Julia’s Pasta Bake) from
MyRecipes.com. A layer of
parmesan cheese and croutons on
top makes the dish irresistible. The
peas add a sweet, fresh taste while
the cheese and pasta provide your
guests with pure comfort food.

Sweet strawberries and tart
rhubarb are a match made in salad
heaven. The colorful salad from
Deb Wise at Southern Living also
features a hint of mint, crunchy
almonds and a dressing that blends rhubarb syrup, lemon and orange juices. The fresh salad is
delicious whether chilled or served at room temperature, according to Wise.

With a side of honey glazed carrots, every guest at your dinner table will be eager to eat their veggies.
To whip up the brightly colored and sweet-tasting recipe from Delish, you’ll need butter, honey, garlic
powder, dried rosemary, black pepper and kosher salt for the glaze. Fresh thyme adds a colorful
garnish.

Your table will instantly benefit from a pop of green. Good Housekeeping’s recipe for lemony
asparagus, beans and peas offers spring-fresh veggies drizzled with olive oil and lemon juice and
sweetened with honey. A healthy topping of sesame seeds adds a burst of flavor to each bite.

Comforting spuds

Whether baked, mashed or French-fried, potatoes are crowd-pleasers, and Food Network’s recipe for
four-cheese scalloped potatoes are sure to impress. Slice two pounds of russet potatoes into 1/8-inch
thick slices and combine heavy cream, garlic, salt, pepper, shredded parmesan cheese, asiago
cheese, comte or raclette cheese and mozzarella cheese to create the cheesy, gooey and
hard-to-resist dish.

Simple scalloped potatoes may require less culinary effort than the four-cheese version, but they
deliver just as much flavor and deliciousness to your Easter dinner. Food Network’s recipe for simple
scalloped potatoes favors low-sodium chicken broth, skim milk, nutmeg, garlic and gruyere cheese to
dress up the slices of russet potatoes.

Rosemary roasted potatoes from Delish is a side worthy of your Easter dinner and every dinner party
you throw. Two pounds of baby potatoes will be transformed by garlic, extra-virgin olive oil, kosher
salt, black pepper, rosemary and a 400-degree oven.

Doughy goodness

Everyone will be reaching for the breadbasket when you serve Good Housekeeping’s recipe for
buttery rosemary rolls. The name says it all: These light, fluffy rolls are drenched in butter and



rosemary with hints of brown sugar and sea salt on top for a sweet, salty treat.

Make your Easter dinner unforgettable by trying one of these amazing side dishes guaranteed to
please your discerning guests.
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How to Incorporate More Movement into Your Day
Add some exercise to your daily office routine with these simple
techniques

The vast majority of workers spend most of their day sitting at a desk. Unfortunately, all that sitting can
have unintended consequences. According to the Mayo Clinic, excessive sitting can lead to health
complications later in life. It’s in every worker’s interest to move around as much as possible
throughout the day, and there are several ways you can incorporate more movement into your routine.

Use a standing desk

Office workers spend
approximately eight hours a day
seated in a chair directly in front of
a screen, but there is another desk
arrangement available to many
people: a standing desk. Standing
desks place a monitor higher up,
allowing workers to stand while
completing task on their computer.
Healthline states that standing
desks can even help reduce back
pain. If standing throughout the day
sounds exhausting, you need not
worry, as some standing desks can
be converted back and forth from a
sitting position to a standing one
with ease.

Exercise at your desk

Even if you can’t install a standing
desk at work, there are other ways you can incorporate a healthy amount of movement into your day.
Every hour on the hour, you can do some simple exercises at your desk. WebMD lists squats and
lunges as exercises you could perform within the confines of your cubicle. Although you’ll still need a
more strenuous workout after your time at the office is through, every little bit helps.

Take the stairs

If you aren’t working on the first floor of your business’s building, it can be tempting to take the
elevator up to your floor in the morning. Forgoing the elevator in favor of stairs is another way to get
your heart rate up. This goes for shopping excursions after work, too. Avoid escalators and elevators
at the mall and take the stairs when you can.

Park further away from your work

Getting the closest parking spot to the front door in the morning feels rewarding, but parking farther
away can be rewarding in its own way. Doing so means you have to walk further first thing in the
morning. LifeHacker says that extending the walk from the parking lot to your desk will help you be
more active, feel less sluggish and help you burn some extra calories.

Take a walk during your lunch hour

Unless they’re heading out to a local restaurant for a midday meal, most people don’t end up using
their entire lunch hour. Instead of simply sitting idle after finishing your food, consider going on a walk
during the second half of your lunch. Not only will it add movement to your day, it will also help you
work off the meal you just finished eating.

Refill your water bottle throughout the day

In addition to getting more movement in your workday, you should stay hydrated during office hours.
When filling up your water bottle, which you should be doing frequently, only fill it up halfway. This will
lead to more treks to the water fountain or cooler.



Walk and talk with co-workers

Traditionally, the conversations held between you and your coworkers take place right outside a
cubicle while someone sits at their desk. Both of you can incorporate some movement into your day
by walking and talking at the same time around the office instead of sitting. Just be sure the
conversation doesn’t take up too much of your workday.

Using these simple practices, you can minimize the amount of sitting you do while you’re on the clock.
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